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People, planet, profit:
BY KIRBY LEE DAVIS
THE JOURNAL RECORD

TULSA – Deanne Dutton Hughes sees a
wide-open field before her new Tulsa
company, Third Branch Engineering.
Where many environmental consultants help Oklahoma companies monitor
and meet governmental requirements,
her one-person firm looks beyond the
rules. Third Branch teaches Fortune
1,000 companies to embrace environmental strategies not just for bottomline profitability, but also their longterm missions and vision.
“We’re going to grow this as the
market grows and as education is available to people,” said Hughes, who can
augment her revenue stream with
basic engineering services. “It really
grows because corporate-level folks
and the board-of-directors-level folks
think this is something we have to
investigate and do.”
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company that says, ‘Look beyond that.
How can we do it differently and exceed
compliance or procure that in a different way?’”
Activist shareholders also have driven company concerns, Hughes said.
More than 400 such environmental
issues were brought forward at U.S.
shareholder meetings last year, about
eight times the number seen in 2012,
she said.
“There are companies out there
training and treating institutional
investors how to write a shareholder
proposal and how to bring environmental concerns to a shareholder prospective,” she said.
Third Branch will use both fixedprice contracts and hourly fees, depending on the service. She maintained a low
initial investment by meeting many
office needs with assets she already
owned, Hughes said.
“It gives me the time and space to
really go build this dream,” she said.

